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Dr. Jimmy Carr, former
Harding administrator,
passes away at 95.
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City pipe project
affects driving

G2 0 protests

Campus construction frustrates
women's dormitory residents
by CAROLINE DAMRON
student rep o rte r

photo by LEFTERIS PITARAKIS I AP
British police in riot gear work to keep protesters at bay Wednesday during a clash in central London's financial district. About 4,000
anarchists, anti-capitalists, environmentalists and others clogged the streets of London's financial district ahead of the G20 leaders'
summit in London Thursday.
•

SA election results in run-offs
by JEREMY WATSON
e ditor in chie f
The elections for the Student
Association officers of the 20090 schocl. year ended with no
victor for both the president and
vice president offices Wednesday,
April 1.
Though more students voted
in the recent election than in any
previous SA contest, none of the
three candidates for each office
received a majority ofthe votes, and
as such, a run-offwill be held next
Wednesday, April 8, between the
two candidates who received the
most votes for each office.
Jordan Stanley and Alex Ritchie
will compete for the vice president
office, while Sky Vanderburg and
Bryan Clifton will vie for the office
ofpresident Cunent SA President
Michael Crouch said Vanderburg
and Clifton will speak in chapel on
Tuesday.April 7.
"Tuesday, the two presidential
candidates remaining will be dis• cussing some subjects in chapel,
which will be moderated byMegan
[Reese, the SA vice president and
• election chairwoman] and myself,"
Crouch said. "We hope that that
gets even more exposure for the
students."
Voting in this election was done
through e-mailing an individual
link to the ballot to each Harding
student after the success ofthe same

-

method in last~s election, the first
to utilize online voting. However,
there were a few flaws this year as
some e-mails were sent back to the
SA as spam e-mail.
"Basically, the university policy
is to send e-mails with the ballot
connected to them to the preferred
e-mail account that the student
signed off on that they wanted
their e-mail to be sent to," Crouch
said. "For some students who had
a lot of problems, their e-mail is
not their Harding e-mail. We
strongly encourage that it be their
Harding e-mail because it is the
easiest for us to send it to them. A
lot of e-mail services don't accept
mail for certain reasons, and it was
blocked."
Crouch said that even though
some students did not receive a
ballot link, enough students voted
to provide a representative sample
ofthe Harding student body, which
means the results of this election
were valid.
"l,688 students voted, the most
we've ever had," Crouch said. "Of
course, not every student votes,
and a lot of them abstained, so
there are a lot of factors that go
into this race."
Another factor in this race was
a change in the policy regarding
who is allowed to know the election results. According to Crouch,
in previous elections, candidates
did not know where they stood

throughout the election. Due to
electronic voting, however, nmning
totals could be kept and candidates
were allowed to see the results in
real time.

"1his year, ... eVCI:}Dn~knew,
had the opportunity to know all
day how it was going, whether it
was them or ... a person they were
sending in their place,"Crouch said
"The [SA] constitution stipulates
that either the candidates themselves or an official for them can
see the results.
"So that was going on throughout the day, which makes for an
interesting scenario because up to
the last minute they know exactly
where they are, and they know how
many votes they need to get In the
end, it seemed to be all right"
Crouch and Reese said they
felt the election, while it had its
snags, went fairly well, especially the
number ofstudents participating in
the election. Crouch, however, said
he did know of one improvement
that could be made next year.
"I hope that those who were
involved will clean up their trash,
better known as campaign posters,
because that is a waste of paper,"
Crouch said. "I'm hoping that
whoever wins this SA election,
the president and vice president,
will team up so next year will be
a paperless election and not so
many trees will be killed as were
this year."

The old machine room,
which houses the electrical and
plumbing units for the dorm,
There is constant movement was originally on the roof, but
all over Harding's campus, from to allow for the pitched roof
new students taking tours to design, it is being moved to
Christmas lights being put the side of the building.
The construction will not
up (then taken down), front
l awn jam sessions, grass seed be completed this semester, but
being spread, Frisbee games, DeRamus said for now they
people running, picnics, couples will clean up the sidewalk in
eating picnics and the most between Sears and Searcy.
The project that is causing
inconvenient: construction.
Recent construction by several most of the inconvenience for
of th e girls' dorms has caused students is by Stephens dorm
confusion and frustration for and on Remington Road.
"The work in the street is
many students.
Danny DeRamus, the Direc- being done by the city,"DeRator of the Physical Resource mus said. "A new 20-inch water
department said there are line is being installed from a
two separate projects being tap in front of Stephens dorm
all the way to the industrial
worked on.
"In between Sears and park south of town. This is
Searcy, we are building a new the only project that will afmachine room," DeRamus fect the traffic this much, and
said. "[So when] we remodel, it is supposed to be completed
we can put a pitched roof on before Spring Sing."
Sears."
see WORK page 3a

Jam sess ion

SA Election
Results
President*
Run-off: Bryan Clifton
and Sky Vanderbu rg
Vice Pres ident*
Run -off: Alex Ritchie
and Jordan Stanley
Secreta ry
Beth Anne Colvin
Treasurer
Neo Moss
Se nior Men's
Representative
Nathan Burrows
Senior Women's
Re prese ntative
Mary Kyle Wa lker
Jun ior Men's
Representative
Brett Fielder
Jun ior Women's
Representative
Rachel Gelpi
Sophomore Me n's
Re presenta tive
Logan Ca ll ier
Sophomore Wome n's
Re pres e nta tive
Gabrielle Pruitt

* - A run-off election

between the two
remaining candidates
for each office will be
held Wednesday, April 8.

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
Justin Ea!:ter plays guitar while Amber Roe plays the harmon~
ca at the campus-wide jam session Sunday, March 29,

Damaged cable knocks out lights Business majors
A:
cr~w
ra 1• se m0 ney f0 r
w.~,:,t~~~~;==~ ~~:~~~:~,;n~"~:.:;J African support

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
Workers from the Physical Resources department dig between the
Benson Auditorium and the Brackett Library to repair a damaged pipe.

by BLAKE MATHEWS

ne ws edito r

maintenance
was sent to
dig down and repair the gas leak

after maintenance workers were
forced to turn off the electricity
while they replaced a damaged
power cable.
The controlled power outage
took place just after 4 p.m. Lights
and computer screens in the McIn teer and Stevens buildings, the
Heritage Lobby and Cafeteria, the
Benson Auditoriwn, the Brackett
Library and the student center
went black. Most of the affected
academic buildings were empty
at the time, as Harding's Physical
Resource Department had warned
professors in advance.
Director ofPhysical Resources
Danny DeRamus was at the
site of the electrical problem:
a trench approximately six feet
deep between the Benson Auditorium and the Olen Hendrix
Building. He said t he problem
began during a storm Tuesday
when Physical Resources received
reports of natural gas "bubbling
up" from an underground pipe.

By DeRamus's estimate, the
accident occurred around 2: 15
p.m. The O len Hendrix Building
immediately lost power.
"A guy who works in [th e
computer lab] came out, and h e
was upset because he had been
working on something and all the
computers were out," said senior
Marcus Binns, who was walking
through the Hendrix building
when the lights went out.
He said that students and
professors were confused, but no
one was in any serious danger.
"There's not, like, anybody on
life-support in there," he said.
Getting the power back on
UM:>Mrlmorethansimplyreplacing
the damaged cable. Maintenance
Coordinator Dana McMillion
said the cable was connected
to a "tap box," one of the green
boxes that act as an "extension
cord" and route power to various
buildings on campus.
see POWER page 3a
r.

by KYLIE AKINS
student re porter
When the Kibo Group first
met I da Bazonoona, she was
struggling to provide for her
family by farming on a small
plot ofland a mile away from
her home and also trying to
care for her son wh o risked
losing h is leg to an infection.
The Kibo Group formed a
relationship with her, provided
medical aid that saved her son's
leg and the resources to begin
to sustain her household.
After this encounter, Bazonoona began gaining skills
to provide for her family. She
l earned to craft n ec kla ces
from beads made of tightly
rolled magazine clippings ,
each necklace requiring abou t
six hours of work, and sold
these t hrough the Kibo Group.
Realizing she was a success-

ful role model through Kibo's
microeconomic development
efforts, she now travels to other
towns to teach women how to
make these neckl aces. Not
only does she teach them to
provide for their households,
sh e also trains t h em in medical prevention, parenting and
other important development
l essons.
Spring Sing weekend, Harding business major students will
be selling necklaces made by
African women like Bazonoona,
along with coffee beans grown
by African farmers, through
a project that will fund the
Kibo Group.
The Kibo Group is a nonprofit organization based in the
U.S. formed to aid Africans in
poverty-stricken areas through
various economic development
projects.
see KIBO page 3a
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Walgreens offers free
in-clinic visits
One year into the recession, Walgreens has started
offering free visits in its in-store clinics to customers who
lost their jobs or no longer have health insurance.
This service is only being provided to adults who lost
their jobs before or on March 31. It is also being given
to spouses, domestic partners and children who do not
have health insurance.
This plan is only for people who have already paid for
a visit in one of Walgreens' Take Care clinics. Average
visits, which are used to treat minor illnesses, usually
cost $59 or more for uninsured patients.
To receive this service, customers must provide
proof that they are receiving or will receive government
unemployment benefits.
The free visits are offered Monday through Friday,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

..

New phone designed to
replace landlines
Verizon Wireless has released its newest product, the
Hub, which is designed to replace landline home phones
by connecting and sharing information among Verizon
Wireless phones.
The Hub is essentially a cordless phone that utilizes a
home's existing broadband connection. Wrth a seveninch touch
screen, users
have access
to calendars,
maps, directions, traffic,
weather and
movie times.
It can also synchronize calendar appointments with
Verizon Wireless handsets that are part of the system,
receive text messages and send driving directions to
handsets.
After a $50 mail-in rebate, the Hub will cost $200,
along with a $35 monthly subscription that pays for
unlimited national anytime minutes. The fee also covers
unlimited text and photo messaging to and from the
system to other Verizon Wireless phones.

Research rejects
bedbug suspicion
Although it was previously suggested that bedbugs
might transmit illness through their bites, the April 1 issue of the "Journal of the American Medical Association"
says that there is no evidence to back this theory.
Research found that although bedbugs feed on
blood, they do not transmit disease. Some people have
reactions to bites, like the appearance of red spots that
itch, but symptoms are usually short~ived.
When researchers reviewed 53 studies of bed bugs
that were done over the past 50 years, they found that
only around haW of the people who are bitten ever show
signs of a bite.
'While there is a nuisance effect from bed bug bites,
the public health significance is minimal," said study
author Jerome Goddard, an associate professor of enter
mology at Mississippi State University in Jackson.

Airlines offer cheap
tickets, fill seats
Worried about filling planes before the beginning of
peak travel season, airlines are keeping fares low into
June to attract more customers.
The chief executive of the discount travel site, Bestfares.com, said that airlines are selling seats for as low
as $78 round trip for
many routes.
Most major U.S.
airlines experienced
drastic declines in
traffic during January
and February, causing
them to cut capacity in
order to adjust to the
sagging demand.
In addition, airlines are also losing some of their higfl.
est paying customers. The International Nr Transport Association reported that there was a 16. 7 percent decline
in the purchase of first- and business-class tickets in the
month of January.
Most discounted seats must be purchased 14 days
in advance with travel completed by June 17. The cheapest fares are usually for midweek travel dates.

NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
Senior Daniel Lee laughs with his fellow saxophonists during a Jazz Band Spring Sing practice Tuesday in the Benson.

"It's time to say no to
biased media and say
yes to fair play and free
speech."
- Fox News, announcing the launch of Fox Nation, a
Web site where viewers can vent
about news coverage.

"It is a somewhat disturbing development."
- Zeliko Bogetic, the
World Bank's chief economist on
Russia, in response to a report
that projects a 4.5% contraction
of the Russian economy in 2009,
which would force 5.8 million
Russians into poverty.

"These animals are being denied a social, natural existence, all just for
eight minutes of entertainment."
- John Phillips, executive director of the NY League of
Humane Voters, fighting for a bill
in front of the NYC Council that
would prohibit "the display of
wild or exotic animals for public
entertainment or amusement,"
including elephants and dolphins.

- Rebecca Lindland, analyst with the research firm I.H.S.
Global Insight, on the 51 % drop
in sales of GM's Hummer.

"The inhuman nature
in the cold numbers of
capitalism - that's what
stuns you."

which was once a symbol of
Western capitalism.

Easy, Delicious Recipes
Mini New Potato Bites
Ingredients
1-1/2 lb. new potatoes (about 15 potatoes)
4 oz. (1/2 of 8-oz. pkg.) Cream Cheese, softened

Directions

- Number of students that voted in the Student Association (SA) election held on April 1. This is the
highest number of students to ever vote in the SA
election.

- Mark Zoradi, presipent
of Disney's motion picture group,
on Johnny Depp's role as the
Mad Hatter in Disney's upcoming
remake of "Alice in Wonderland."

- Laszlo Varnai, mayor
"It's a brand that repreof Kiskunhalas, Hungary, in
sents a lot of what people response to the closing of the
want to get away from."
town's Levi Strauss & Co. plant,

2 Tbsp. Sour Cream
2 Tbsp. Grated Parmesan Cheese
4 slices Bacon, cooked, drained and crumbled
2 Tbsp. snipped fresh chives

1,688

"Any time this guy wears
a funny hat, it's always
good for us."

-Place potatoes in large saucepan; add enough water to cover.
Bring to boil. Reduce heat to medium-low; cook 15 min. or
until potatoes are tender.
-Meanwhile, mix cream cheese, sour cream and Parmesan
cheese; cover. Refrigerate until ready to use.
-Drain potatoes. Cool slightly. Cut potatoes in half; cut small
piece from bottom of each potato half so potato lies flat. Place

on serving platter. Top each potato half with 1 tsp. of the cream
cheese mixture. Sprinkle with bacon and chives.

Cookies 'N Cream Pudding

Ingredients
8 Oreo Cookies, divided
1 pkg. (3.4 oz.) Vanilla Flavor Instant Pudding
2 cups cold milk
314 cup thawed Cool Whip Whipped Topping, divided
Directions

-Break 1 cookie into 4 pieces; reserve for garnish. Crush
remaining cookies.
-Beat pudding mix and milk with whisk 2 min. Stir in crushed
cookies and 1/2 cup Cool Whip.
-Spoon into 4 dessert dishes; top with remaining Cool Whip
and reserved cookie pieces.
•a ll recipes from Kraft.com
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Lecture links Christianty, ecology
by JORDAN BAILEY
assistant copy editor

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
Dustin Sloan of TNT competes in the long jump at the club
track meet held Tuesday, March 31.

POWER:
CONTINUED from page 1 a

"If}'QU look at these green boxes
as electrical plug-ins in your house,
there's a plug, there's a plug, there's
a plug ... it just goes all the way
around,"McMillion said.
Those "plugs"send 13,000 volts
of electricity through each cable,
enough to cause fatal injuries.
''You can't even be close to it
because it'll arc you,"McMillion
said, referring to the way electricity
can jump from a power source to
a conductor- possibly a person
- through the open air. To avoid
this, the entire tap box had to be
switched off, and the power supply

Initiative and the Cornnwall Alliance for
the Stewardship of Creation.
According to Simmons, the largest disHUmanity sponsored a conversation tinctions between the groups are that ECI
with Hendrix College visiting philosophy is committed to the reality of human-caused
professor}.Aaron Simmons on Tuesday night climate change and favors direct governmental
The discussion was entitled "The Widow, action to address environmental problems.
The Cornwall Alliance, however, is not
the Orphan, the Stranger and the Swampmarsh: Why Christians are Responsible for focused on human-caused climate change,
and it favors free-market environmental
Non-Humans."
Simmons spoke to a group of students fixes involving technology.
"I think it's a problem when politics
and faculty in the Rock House about the
relationship between Christian ethics and guides theology," Simmons said.
In 1970, Franees A Schaeffer wrote "Polenvironmental responsibility.
Alan Elrod invited Simmons on behalf lution and the Death ofMan," and Simmons
of HUmanity, and he said the goal of the used this book to show how a Christian view
discussion was to allow people to become of ecology as a political issue was not a new
involved in discourse rather than listening phenomenon. Simmons said Schaeffer argues
that Christians should side with hippies about
to a lecture without any engagement.
"What we hope to gain from this is the environment, but that when abortion
the importance of the exchange of ideas," entered the political arena, environmental
protection was overshadowed.
Elrod said.
The landmark Supreme Court case Roe
Simmons began his discussion with the
Christian imperative to care for other humans v. Wade, in which the court declared most
and then asked if non-humans counted as abortion laws unconstitutional, occurred in
neighbors. He then quoted Bill Moyers as 1973, and abortion continues to be a voting
an example of people who claim Christian issue for many evangelical Christians.
Simmons said that two reasons evangelicals
values contradict taking care of the earth.
Simmons discussed several charges made · are divided about environmentalism are the
against Christians because ofa lack ofpoliti- "fear of a slide to liberal positions on other
cal involvement in environmental concerns, issues and fear of dividing the evangelical
including that a beliefin the second coming community's perceived unity."
The discussion then transitioned to
prevents investments in the care of the earth.
Other charges are the interpretation of the how Christians can support environmental
call to have dominion over the earth as a protectionism and why Simmons believes
call to exploit the planet and the dualism that ecology is a central issue of Christian
of spiritual and physical, which can lead to ethics.
"We don't have to revise our theology; we
carelessness.
Simmens then discussed two general just need to live up to it," Simmons said.
In the Genesis creation account, God said
branches of evangelical environmentalism
represented by the Evangelical Climate "it is good" six times before the creation of

The frustrations have not come
from noisy drilling or industrial
smells, but from the simple inconvenience of roadblocks, which
force students to find different
driving routes.
"I've only noticed the construction because of the roadblocks,"
junior Brittany Mills, a resident
of Searcy dorm, said. "One day
[construction workers] are there
and the next day they're gone, but
then they're right back up the
next day, so I never know where
I can and can't drive."
The oonstruction on Remington
Street, which runs between the

KIBO:

to roughly one third of campus
had to be disrupted.
"They basically told us before
they pulled the plug," sophomore
Aaron Tucker said.
• He and junior Jordan Dollins
were in the Benson auditorium,
one of the first locations that
Physical Resources powered
down. Tucker and Dollins were
painting and decorating hand
props for Spring Sing and had
to move into the sunlit lobby to
keep working.
"We can't work outside since
we're working with glitter,"Dollics
said. "It goes everywhere because

it's a windy day."
Tucker said working in the
lobby was difficult, especially
trying to keep paint off the tile
floor. The biggest inoonvenience,he
said, would be to the social clubs
that had scheduled Spring Sing
rehearsals in the Benson.
In the student center,Aramark
employee Sylvia Baker had been
working with other employees
to secure food and money when
the power went out at 4 p.m.
She said most of the food was
not in danger of spoiling, but
items like Chic-Fu-A's chicken
sandwich could only sit out for a

West married apartments and
behind the girls' dorms caused
some detours and delays.
"I never realized how much
I used Remington until it was
impassable," junior Molly Ellis,
a Shores resident, said. "I'm ready
for the construction to be done
and to not have to think so hard
about how to get around on our
small campus."
Even though the number of
students who have been affected
is great, no one really seemed to
know what was being fixed.
"I thought they were widening the turn in front of Stephens
dorm,"junior Mary McBride, a

Pattie Cobb resident, said. "It's
frustrating not knowing what
they're really doing."
Students have said a chapel
announcement making students
more aware of the construction
would be helpful.
"Walking to the Ulrey is scary,"
junior Anna Shaffer said "It would
be great if they would tell us in
chapel what is going on because
chapel is where most students get
information about campus."
Despite the inconveniences
and not knowing what was going
on, students still managed to live
their lives while coping with the
modifications.

Coffee and jewelry assured to be "quality"

CONTINUED from page 1a

It extended from a group of
Harding graduates doing mission
work in Uganda and is still mainly
focused in that area but now also
includes Kenya, Tanzania and
Rwanda. Harding alumnus Clint
Davis is currently president of
the nonprofit organization Kibo
Group, and Harding alumnus
Bret Raymond is on the Kibo
Group board and also CEO for
the Asian Development Management Group, an economical
development organization in
Tibet.
"They are about helping these
people in Africa develop their
own projects, learn things about
business and development and give
them the resources to set them
on the right foot to provide for
themselves," junior accounting
major Rachel Klemmer said.
The coffee beans available
for purchase are a part of a fair
trade movement through the
Kibo Group in the surrounding
area in Africa.
"[The Kibo Group] created
a way to give the farmers a fair
value to pay their workers a fair
living wage for that situation
and still be profitable and use it
in what they called the Source
Cafe," said Phil Brown, Harding associate business professor
and director of the accounting
program.
The Source Cafe was also
started by the Kibo Group as a
center of economic development
and example in Uganda. The
cafe provides the coffee beans
for sale through Kibo.
One is not lowering his or

humans, so God places value on creation,
and the word water occurs more often in
the Bible than the word love, according to
Simmons.
Simmons also charged the group to be
open to different conceptions of Christian
communify and to be willing to say that
different interpretations are possible.
"We have to be careful with getting lost
in a cause," Simmons said.
Simmons then told a story about Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, a German theologian who resisted
the Nazis during World War II. According
to the story, Bonhoeffer stood and saluted
an SS Officer when he entered a cafe. The
theology students sitting with Bonhoeffer
questioned him, and he told them that he
refused to let the enemy decide when and
where to fight the battle.
Simmons connected Bonhoeffer's views on
fighting when appropriate to political involvement in environmental protectionism.
"Being committed to environmentalism
need not require a softening on other issues,"
Simmons said.
The group asked several questions about
incorporating social justice and environmentalism, and Simmons conversed with
the students as the discussion shifted.
He referred to the parable of the Good
Samaritan as a demonstration of love by a
social outcast who helps a beaten man on
the side of the road.
"In my opinion, [the Good Samaritan]
demonstrates how ministry is a rupturing of
the logic of the world," Simmons said.
Simmons encouraged students to be
socially aware and engage people in conversation while avoiding arrogance.
"Arrogance is always a problem, but honesty
is always a way forward," Simmons said.

Students and staff do not let lack of electricity keep them from getting work done

WORK: Stud ents not sure what is under construction
CONTINUED from page 1 a
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her standard of coffee to aid a
good cause, Brown said, and the
women he has spoken to about
the necklaces agree that it is
quality handiwork.
"The commodity that you
are going to be acquiring is of
equal quality as you would get
at any coffee house,"Brown said.
"You are getting a quality piece
ofjewelry for a comparable price
and aiding a poverty-stricken
area on something you might
have bought anyway. To me it's
just a logical extension."
Jessica Stroud, a junior accounting and financing major,
said she hopes people will
understand they are h elping
people in need by buying these
simple items.
"It's a way to help by incorporating this mission into your
everyday life," Stroud said. "I
would like to think they would
tell other people about it, and it
would become this easy, everyday
reminder that you're helping the
least ofGod's kingdom, the people
who can't help themselves."
Brown, Klemmer and Stroud
each said they h ope the stories
behind these products will inspire other people to use their
careers and talents to help others
in need.
"There are a number of students that have a strong desire
for international projects and
strong interest in using their skills
and c.areer training for the sake
of the kingdom in a real direct
way," Brown said. "And if we
can marry up students' interests,
abilities and career directions
with opportunities, they can

"[The Kibo Group
is] about helping
these people in
Afri ca develop
their own proj ects,
learn things about
business and
development and
give them the
resources to set
them o n the right
foot to provide for
themse lves."
Rachel Klemmer,
junior accounting major

make a significant impact one
geographic area at a time."
Klemmer and Stroud said
they hope to set the foundations for a missionary service
club for business majors before
they graduate.
"L ong term, what I h ope
would come out of it is more
than organizational structure,"
Stroud said. "I would like to see
where it's about students seeing
a need and communing together
to volunteer their skills."
The necklaces and coffee
beans will be available for sale
at a booth in front of the Harding Bookstore with support
from the Associated Women
of Harding.
For more information on the
Kibo Group or Project Kibo, go
to their Web site, www.kibogroup.
org, or e-mail Rachel Klemmer
at rklemmer@harding.edu.

short amount oftime. After that,
Baker said, she started giving the
sandwiches out to students.
Terrie Smith, the Catering
Director for Aramark's Classic
Fare Catering, was told an hour
in advance about the power
outage.
"We thought it was an April
Fools joke for the first 30 minutes,"
Smith said.
But she and her staff, who are
responsible for the food in the
Heritage Cafeteria, had contingency plans to feed students if
the power did not come back in
time for dinner.

Do you

"The students have to be
fed, and that's our first priority,"
Smith said.
However, the electricity came
back on in time for dinner. Only
the Hendrix Building was still
dark after 5:30 p.m. DeRamus,
McMillion and the maintenance
crew had spent the past hour and
a half replacing a broken part on
the tap box, and the damaged cable
was ready to be removed.
One end of a rope was tied to
the old cable, and the other end
was tied to a prong on a forklift.As
the prong moved upward, it pulled
the cable out ofits underground

casing. The other end of the old
cable was attached to the new
cable by another piece of rope.
So, as the old cable came out, the
new cable was pulled tluough and
laid into place.
By 9 p.m., the lights in the
Hendrix Building were back
on.
"It's a positive thing for our
campus, that we can do all this
ourselves," McMillion said.
Most schools that encountered
a similar problem would have
been forced to hire contractors,
which can cost "many thousands
of dollars."

love Information Technology!'
want a job with high salary potentiaJP
want to hone your leadership skills!'

ACU's School of Information Technology and Computing
may have the program for you!
The Abilene Christian University

Master's in
Global IT
Leadership
Now accepting applications for Fall 2009 enrollment
Key Program 1-tures:
• lnterdiscipllnary; 36-ho\I master'
• Can be completed In
• Contempora
• Combl

ng experience or internship
for leadership positions In
inptrles as diverse as health care, banking, energy,

higher education, government, Insurance, 1t•.-t1J:::~·J:~~1

• tco thesis required
For more information, contact Dr. Tim Coburn, Director,
attim.coburn@coba.acu.edu or 325-674-2206
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food, the same thought processes
behind bottled water apply. Since
plastics exist virtually forever and few
are actually recycled, some thought
must be given to purchasing quality
containers, especially containers
that contain the fewest health risks.
According to the "resin identification
code," a 1-7 range in which each
number denotes a different type of
plastic, the safest bets are #2, #4, and
#5, which do not leach chemicals into
your food and are recyclable.
To find the resin type of a container,
look on the bottom of it co find this
number within a recycling triangle.
If your containers exhibit #3, #6 or
#7, use them sparingly or ban their
use entirely. as some of these contain
chemicals linked to cancer, obesity,
heart disease and more.
Finally, according to the ofr-touted
"every linle bit counts," even bypassing
a straw when drinking a soda or buying
minimally packaged food items over
heavily layered items makes a difference.
As I write, the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch, a mass of plastic
pollution that was originally the size
ofTexas, is growing monstrously in
the North Pacific Ocean. Considering
the looming effecrs of global warming,
the depletion of natural resources
and countless other threats, we need
not harm ourselves by feeding this
conglomeration of junk, too.
SAM HOLSCHBACH is the
features editor and may be
contacted at sholschb@h arding.
edu.
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely financed by students, seeking to provide high-quality journalistic discussion of issues of
concern to the Harding community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned
in the classroom.
The Bison recognizes its responsibility to be accurate and objective in its
reporting while upholding the Christian ideals for which Harding exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
student perspectives, welcoming letters to the editor which adhere to ethical and professional standards and are
no more than 300 words in length.
Signed columns appearing in the
Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official policy of
the Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent
the view of the editorial board.
The Bison is published by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription rate: $10 per year.
Periodical postage (USPS 577600)
paid at Searcy, AR 72143. Postmaster: Send address changes to Harding University Box 11192, Searcy, AR
72149-0001.

LETTER POLICY
The Bison welcomes your views
on issues of interest to the Harding
community.
Letters must be signed, contain a
phone number for verification and
be no more than 300 words. The
Bison reserves the right to edit letters
for style, clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor may be
submitted to HU Box 11192.

The Wiki Is Here All Week, Folks
n a classic episode of "Friends,"
Joey is at home when a salesman
comes to call. The man hooks
our lovably dense hero by asking if
he ever feels lefr out of conversations
that are over his head. Joey nods
sheepishly, at which point the
pitchman suggests that buying a set
of encyclopedias will cake his coffeeshop banter up a notch.
Excited by the prospect of finally
understanding Chandler's jokes and
Ross's obscure allusions, Joey longs
to buy a Britannica set. Bur he only
has $20, which is just enough to
cover one volume. He chooses "V,"
and for the rest of the episode, the
poor guy struggles valiantly to steer
conversations around to topics like
Vesuvius and Voltaire. Alexander
Pope once said char "a litcle learning
is a dangerous thing," and with Joey,
we see how right he was.
Bue I can't help feeling sorry for
che publishers of the Encyclopedia
Britannica. It has co be a tough
market these days convincing folks
to po ny up $1 ,200 for a set of
hardbound books, especially when
gigantic, interactive online "pedias"
are so thorough - more than 2. 7
million entries on Wikipedia - so
accessible and so free.
Who has the shelf space anymore
for 26 volumes when an iPhone can
hold the same information? It seems
a shame, though, as I have fond
memories of consulting our family's
World Book every time I had a project
at school. OK, so it spoke ofJohn F.
Kennedy in the present tense, but it
was still the go-to resource for any
knowledge question in our house.
Of course, the popularity of
Wikipedia signals a massive shift in our
culture's view of expertise - instead of
going to scholars who dedicate their lives
to a single field of study, we now get our
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info from an ad-hoc virtual committee
of people who spend countless hours
online, who correct and re-<:orrect each
other's entries and who are essentially
anonymous experts with invisible
credentials who ask us to believe them.
True, Wikipedia is the ultimate
knowledge democracy in which anyone
can contribute, and its defenders see
it as a self-policing utopia, with netrovers constantly on the alert, ready to
pounce upon any misinformation that
slips into the system (one study found
that some errors are corrected in an
average of2.7 minutes). But it is also a
kind of anarchy, constantly under siege
by mischievous vandalism, political
sniping and amateur trivia gone wild.
In an article on Wikipeclia, Daniel
Pink quotes one snobbish editor who
compares the online giant to ayublic
restroom: "You never know wfio used
it last."
Naturally, its success has spawned
numerous imitators: Wookipedia
(THE source for Star Wars trivia),
Wokipedia (thousands of skillet-ready
recipes), Weekipedia (Updated Sunday
through Saturday), Wiccapedia (Need
a wart-removal spell?), Welkipedia
(Virtual champagne music 24/7),
Whacapedia (The ultimate site for
people who love hitting moles with a
rubber mallet), Wyclifedia (The online
dictionary of Protestant heretics) and
Wonkapedia (Weigh in with your vote
on "Wilder vs. Depp?").
Today I'm proud to launch a new
spin-off: Wocka Wockapeclia, the
definitive online compendium of

bad jokes. Named for the cornball
catchphrase of beloved Muppet comic
Fozzie Bear, WockaWockapedia is
where vaudeville schtick goes to die.
There you can look up everything from
knock-knock favorites to variations on
the classic punchline, "They gave me a
C hihuahua?" Here's a sample entry:
"You should be on radio."
A 1930s era insult first used by
ventriloquist Edgar Bergen ( 19031978) and his partner Charlie
McCarthy, chis classic relies on
the techniques of false flattecy and
surprise put-down. McCarthy says
to Bergen, "You should be on radio."
Pleased with the compliment, the
unwary Bergen responds, "Why do
you say that?" Charlie: "Then I could
change the station." Best if followed
by a rimshot, the joke is actually
an updated chestnut of American
pioneer humor. A cowboy says to
his off-!cey companion, "You ought
to be on the stage." The flattered
friend says, "Really? Thanks," which
springs the trap: "Yeah, there's one
leaving in twelve minutes." The
active pungredient, of course, is
the face that a "stage" can either be
a theatrical arena for performance
or shorthand for a "stagecoach ." A
digital-era incarnation of the joke
- "You should be online." "Really?"
"Yeah, then I could hit 'delete"'made the rounds of the LA comedy
clubs in the 1990s, seldom getting
more than a polite chuckle.
This article is a stub. You can help
WockaWockapeida by throwing a
tomato at it. Thank you, thank you
and thank YOU.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an
assistant professor of English
and a frequent contributor to the
Bison and may be contacted at
m claxtol@ harding.edu.

Ban The Plastic For The Better

F

irst of all, in reference to
"banning the plastic," please
don't worry: I'm not about
to coerce you into throwing away
your credit cards as though they're
malevolent possessions deserving
of fire. Rather, I'm alluding to
che banning of my pet peeve
- plastic disposable water bottles,
a topic couched upon last week
- for the sake of your health and
the environment. Other plastic
household items in your dorm room
may also be worthy of a makeover.
Regarding water, the notion that
bottled water is the wholesome, healthy
choice has been mistakenly tapped into
many of our heads.
On the contrary, National
Geographic's Green Guide for
Everyday Living cites a 1999 study in
which quarterly tested tapped water
might be healthier than its annually
tested bottled water counterpart.
Additionally, the typical plastic water
bottle is composed of#l polyethylene
terephthalate (PET or PETE), which is
safe when used only once.
However, it's quite common to refill
disposable water bottles, a process that
leaves consumers more susceptible to
leached carcinogenic chemicals, some
of which may disrupt hormones. Thus,
tap water is just as safe, if not safer,
than bottled water.
Tap water also wins when it comes
to the environment, despite bottled
water companies that promote green
activities. Indeed, one example of a
bottled water masquerading as "green"
is FIJI Water, which impressively touts
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recently read an article on a travel
Web site I frequent about riot
tourism and how it is becoming
increasingly popular. Even some of
the top destinations for 2009 are to
potentially find a riot. Riot tourism is
what it sounds like: people decide to
travel to, instead of stay away from,
places where there is civil unrest
with the possibility of a riot breaking
out. The reasons for this are varied:
some go because they support the
cause being protested, some go in an
observational capacity, like journalists
or bloggers, and still others simply
want to run around breaking
things. Regardless of motivation, it's
definitely an interesting idea, and
one that has been on my mind more
recently because of the G20 summit
protests.
The G20, or Group ofTwenry
Finance Members and Central
Bank Governors, comprises the
top 19 national economies and the
European Union, and every year
since its inception in 1999, it has
held a summit in one of its member
countries to discuss the global
economy.
In 2008, the summit was held in
Washington, D.C., and it was held
this year in London, April 2.
Beginning April l, many of the
anti-capitalist and climate change
protests in London became riots,
with numerous clashes with police
and the headquarters of some large
banks that had been bailed out
ransacked. The riots continued
during the summit the next day;
hundreds of people were involved all
over the city.
At the home Bible study I attend
on Wednesday nights, there was a
prayer request for someone's family
who is in London at the moment, for
their safety as the riots go on. While I
fully support a prayer for their safery
and while everyone was expressing
how horrible they thought it would
be to be in London during the
summit and rioting, I was thinking
almost the opposite. Frankly, I would
love to be there.
As the author of the article about
riot tourism I read described, a riot
is an incredible cultural experience,
whatever your views on the subject
matter and the appropriateness of
violence. The simple components
of so much emotion and action
create an amazing situation, whether
good or bad on the whole. While
I don't necessarily agree with the
G20 rioters on some of the things
they are protesting, to be there and
simply experience the overwhelming
feelings chat go hand in hand with
any emotional crowd, whether at a
riot or a sports game, is an experience
I feel would be very impactive. That
combined with my desire to have a
story to tell as a journalist and my
natural tendencies of recklessness and
adventure make a riot seem like the
happening place to be.
So should people riot? I would
say it depends on the situation
and the scale of the riot. I don't
see much justification for breaking
into random stores and stealing
businesses' merchandise, but
showing solidarity and resistance
to some governments can definitely
be commended in some cases, even
when it sometimes breaks into
violence (could the Revolutionary
War be considered a large-scale riot
of an entire country?). In some cases,
the government has it coming when
it has a long-standing tradition of
oppression and mistreatment of its
citizens. Regardless of the morality or
lack thereof of riots, I feel they will
always occur in some circumstances,
and a riot is something I want to
experience at some in my life, if o nly
to have a story co cell.

·Samantha Holschbach

Leah Faust
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its eco-friendly qualities on its Web
site under the catch phrase "every
drop is green." While FIJI Water is
striving to reduce its carbon footprint
via fuel-efficient travel routes, less
packaging and its support of recycling
programs, the fact is plastic bottles
- period--contribute to municipal
waste, and only 23 percent of plastics
actually get recycled, according to
www.goodhuman.com. The Good
Human Web site specifically deemed
FIJI Water a "Greenwash of the Week"
in November 2008 for its green image
but not-so-green qualities.
Of these qualities, some of the more
atrocious include the fucc that plastic
needs to be shipped to Fiji (5,500 miles
from Los Angeles) and then shipped
elsewhere full of water, an energydraining process; and secondly, the
fuct that one-third of the Fiji people
are in need of clean water amid this
company's money-making. Despite
appearances, then, bottled water is
inherently wasteful.
As a result, purchasing a heavydury reusable water bottle is a wise
investment. In addition to the metal
water bottles fo und at Hastings, a
number of reasonably priced choices
exist at www.nalgene-oucdoor.com,
www.rei.com and kleankanteen.com.
Regarding plasticware for storing
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The Audacity
of Justice
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ippies oppose it, academia
shuns it and the city of San
Francisco is deeply offended
by it - yes, it's the death penalty. Yet
its opposition is not limited co the
forementioned; some of the students
and faculty at Harding seem co be rather
confused on chis hoc button issue.
While students on campus are active
in spreading awareness and "social
justice" they are unsure of their stance
in regard co capital punishment. In fact,
it seems as though their fuse inclination
is co oppose it. Students will cling co
the arguments ofcompassion and love,
but rarely do we, as Christians, speak of
justice.
And as offensive as it might sound,
death, in some cases is equivalent co
justice. However, oftentimes when
the death penalty is discussed, only
one side is brought up - the side of
innocent men dying at the hands of a
tyrannical government.
Bue there are always two sides co
every story, and chat side must be
defended.
For some reason unbeknownst co me,
after the murder ofan innocent human,
some Christians will leap co the side of
the guilty. While they openly admit chat
the crime was evil, they maintain that the
criminal should simply go to prison.
It is out of good intentions that
some followers of Christ feel this way;
their case is that perhaps the guilty will
turn to Jesus and repent of what they
have done. I truly hope this is the case,
but often we, as a society, forget about
the victims and their families.
Justice is about harmony and fairness.
How then can an innocent man die and
his murderer live? How is that just?
In the same way, what if a child is
murdered? To his mother he will always
remain a child, never seeing another
birthday or being able co tell his parents
he loves chem, while his murderer can
celebrate turning a year older and, even
ifhe is imprisoned, have the luxury of
seeing his mother through the glass and
listening co her words of encouragement
and love.
How is chat fair? How is that right?
But yet again some believers will pipe
in with, "well perhaps he'll rurn to
Christ." Perhaps, bur did the murderer
not already have that opportunity? And
what of his victim, his chance co gain
salvation was cut short, is that in itself
not punishable?
But what about the practical side of
chis issue? Say a murderer or a rapist is
imprisoned and supposedly taken off the
streets for good but after years of good
behavior is released back into society
only to commit the same crime again.
Now, nor only was one life taken
or destroyed, but the government is
failing to protect its citizens because
the concept of death is so offensive.
However, is it not offensive chat
justice was not served, and the rights
of the innocent were neglected? Now
more families are left to grieve and
morn the loss of their beloved.
Yee, there is another aspect of
capital punishment chat hasn't been
mentioned: deterrence. This is the most
logical of all the arguments defending
the death penalty. If there is a terrible
consequence for an atrocious ace,
then that ace will not be committed as
frequently.
le is the same concept ofspanking a
child (which is also considered politically
incorrect). Ifa child does something
wrong. he gets spanked; ergo, the child
will stop doing the act that gets him
spanked. And, most likely his linle
brother won't perform the act that got his
big brother spanked.
The argument is applicable co capital
punishment. If rapists know they are
going to be killed if they rape, they'll
most likely stop!
The argument fur capital punishment
could go for pages and pages, yet it is
co Holy Scripture that we must tum
to decide what is truly right. And our
creator, the giver of life spoke through
his apostle Paul when he wrote the words
of Romans 13 and the description of
governrnenc. He stated: "Bue ifyou do
wrong, be afu..id, for he does not bear the
sword fur nothing."

PETE DAVIDSON is a guest
contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at pdavidso@
harding.edu
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Christian Feminism: Submission Not Demeaning

W

omen in the world roday,
particularly Christian
women, face the
confusing cask of determining the
role their gender plays in the world
and how they should relate to the
opposite sex. In the secular world,
feminism - the advocacy for the
equality of women - appears ro
be the prevalent school of thought,
encompassing a spectrum of
everything from women who simply
earn a living in the workforce to
women who adamantly hate men,
and everything in between.
Seemingly, all women hold some
belief in attaining independence
for themselves. Yet society
simultaneously conveys the message
ro women that their value comes
from the attention they receive from
men. One look at any romantic
comedy or TV sitcom will likely
depict women who are either
involved in some sort of relationship
or bemoaning their lack of one. This
dual desire for both independence
and romance seems to suggest a
worldly standard that women should
pursue relationships but maintain the
upper hand.
On the other side of the spectrum
is the biblical plan for the woman's
role, which calls for a very different
form of conduct. In 1 Peter 3, Peter
calls women co submit to their
husbands, and refers to chem as
the "weaker vessel." Not exactly the
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statement of empowerment chat
women like to hear.
The problem lies in determining
how to integrate the desire for
independence and equality with the
seemingly diminished role women
are called by the Bible to bear. How
are Christian women to reconcile
these differences? Can a woman be
both a Christian and a feminist?
At first glance, it would appear
that feminism and Christianity
simply aren't compatible; surely a
woman can't remain independent
while playing the role of the
submissive wife. Yet the biblical
calling does not demean women
with a subservient position. In fact,
the case is quite the opposite: if
both men and women fulfill their
God-given roles, the relationships
they develop will embody a Godly
equality, making the biblical
prescription for gender roles rhe most
fulfilling form of feminism a woman
could ever hope to experience.
Secular feminists would likely
laugh at the idea of the biblical
plan's being in any way feminiscic
in nature. What they fail co realize

is how degrading their version of
feminism has actually become. Today,
women dress immodestly, disrespect
men and advocate unrestricted
abortions (nor ro mention obtain
chem for themselves}, all in the name
of independence.
Bur unwittingly, when women
partake of these behaviors in an
attempt to demand respect and
equality, they in face lower the
likelihood char men will actually
treat them honorably. Immodesty
merely invites objectification,
disrespect plants the seed for
disrespect in return and having an
abortion eliminates any call for
responsibility on the part of rhe man.
Surely feminise~ do not equate such
debasing treatment with the so-called
equal rights chat women deserve!
Perhaps a feminist would respond
that by asserting herself she reveals
strength, rather than appearing
spineless and accommodating; no
matter what a man chinks of her, at
lease she makes it clear through her
actions that he will not dominate,
and she will noc submit.
Many people fail to realize,
however, chat submission does
nor demean women. Immediately
after calling wives submit ro their
husbands, Paul calls husbands to
honor their wives, and Ephesians 5
commands husbands ro love their
wives as they would love rhemselves
and as "Christ loved the church."

Love like char is worth submission.
Moreover, submission simply
implies that God created male and
female ro play distinctive roles in
the relationship; it doesn't denote
inequality. First Peter 3:7 calls male
and female "joinc heirs" ro che
kingdom of God, and Galatians 3:28
says, "There is no male and female,
for you are all one in Christ Jesus." It
doesn't get more equal than chat!
Essentially, the concept of feminism
is not erroneous in nature; God values
the female sex just as much as He
values the male sex. However, one
should not to lose sight of the innate
differences becween the sexes - the
differences char God intended and
made beautiful - in an effort to make
sure that men recognize the value of
women.
Rather than partake in rebellious
independence, Christian women
should cultivate their relationship
with Christ and encourage their
Christian brothers to do the same.
Only through a relationship with God
can any human, male or female, be
made complete. Only when we are
seeking God with our entire being
can our earthly relationships become
the fulfilling combination of love and
equality that God intended.

WHITNEY DIXON is a guest
contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at wdixon@
harding.edu

Don't Want To Miss A Thing

M

y senior year at Harding,
I took part in a mixer at
Camp Tahkodah where
each person had to say two things
about themselves - one statement
chat was true and one chat was not.
The ocher members of the group then
tried co guess which statement was
true. After contemplating the matter
for a few seconds I decided co use a
deep, dark secret as my true statement:
"I have only missed chapel one time in
four years."
When it was my turn, every person
in the group chose the other option.
No one believed chat I could have
possibly missed chapel only one time.
In fact, they were so incredulous, I
think they would have been more likely
co believe me if I had said I had been
abducted and operated on by aliens.
Additionally, the only reason I
missed chapel even once was because I
was frantically trying co finish a term
paper on the symphonies of Mozart
that had ballooned uncontrollably
in length and was due in my music
history dass immediately after chapel.
I'm lucky Mozart died young. or I
might have missed three straight days.
A few weeks ago when I mentioned
co my daughter, a Harding scudent,
chat I had only missed one chapel
during my fuse four years ac Harding,
she said I muse have been a real nerd
(actually, I chink she used the present
tense}. It's ironic chat she called me
a nerd, because chat's kind of how ir
appears looking back on it.
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I'm not exactly sure why I only
missed once. I was certainly not
legalistic - I don't remember looking
pharisaically down my nose at anyone
else for missing. I certainly wasn't
expecting any recognition, like maybe
a chapel attendance scholarship or a
special seal on my diploma. I didn't
always find chapel stimulating. In
face, like probably most anyone else,
I found that chapel ran the gamut
from downright boring to immensely
inspiring.
I even vowed I would not say that
chapel was the one thing I missed most
about Harding if I ever gor ro speak in
chapel after I graduated. When I was
at Harding every other speaker seemed
co say that - do they still? I guess my
conscientiousness was due to some
subconscious need to fulfill one of the
church of Christ mantras often spoken
of the faithful at their funerals: "Our
dear Flossie Mae was there every time
the doors were open."
That being said , there were two
chapel programs chat changed my life,
and I can't imagine what would have
happened ifl had skipped either one
of them. The first, during my freshman
year, featured a guest speaker named

Bill Waugh, founder and owner of
even sure if she would remember me
Casa Bonita, a Mexican Restaurant
from the time we met during pledge
with good food and great atmosphere.
week a few months before. As I sac in
The restaurant featured cliff divers in
chapel listening to Bill Waugh speak, I
Speedos, mariachi singers, escaping
summoned up the cou rage co call her.
gorillas, cowboy shootouts, lose caves
If he could go co all chat trouble, the
and caverns and an amusement arcade.
lease I could do was make a phone call.
During his speech, he talked about
And what's more, it wasn't the lea!>t bit
all the effort he expended co meet his
creepy. I called, she said yes, we had
future wife.
our first date on Valentine's Day and
My memories of the srory are a little the rest is history.
foggy by now, but .is I recall it, he saw
The second chapel program co
this beautiful girl and just had ro meet
impact my life was a presentation on
her. However, she was attending college the Harding University in Florence
and he was working, so their paths did
program. Dullard that I was, I had
not cross during the course of the day.
never even thought about going co
So what did he do? First, he procured
HUF, and since I was a senior music
her schedule from the school (chat's
major, I was not sure if there would be
kind of creepy- I wouldn't cry it at
any classes I could cake for graduate
home). Then he left work at lunch each credit the next year. I asked the chapel
day, stood outside one of her classes
speaker, Don Shackelford, about it
and said hello when she walked by.
and he said, "Dr. Davis is going. why
After several days of chis, he struck up
don't you ask him?" Dr. Kenneth Davis
a conversation with her, they began
(Uncle Bud) was the chairman of the
dating and eventually married.
music department, so as it turned
le just so happened that I wanted
out, he could guide me in a couple of
co ask out a very attractive girl named
independenc studies in music. A few
Ronda Huddleston from Hearne,
months later, Ronda and I were in
Texas. I was not a Casanova by any
Florence having the time of our lives.
means. In my limited experience, I
Am I saying you should never skip
liked co test the waters some before I
chapel? No. In fact, if I had it to do
asked a girl out - if the flirting thing
over again I would probably live it up
went smoothly, then I would ask her
and miss another time or two. But
out. If there seemed co be no initial
beware - you never know what you
chemistry, then I would save us both
may be missing.
the trouble.
Bur I didn't see Ronda enough
TREY REELY is a guest contributor
co gee any vibes as to whether she
to the Biso n and may be contacted
would go out with me or not. I wasn't
at rhtreely@hotmail.com

'Tough Love' Shines Light On Dating Faux Pas

W:

ch the recent release of
movies like "He's Juse Not
That Into You" and lV
shows like "Tough Love," it has become

apparent co me in recent months chat
dating is quickly becoming an art form.
There are explicit and implicit rules
that one muse follow in order co avoid
being placed into undesirable dating
stereotypes.
In "Tough Love," for example,
matchmaker Steven Ward attempts
co improve the dating lives ofwomen
- from "Miss Picky," the woman who
is too caught up in a list of impossible
expectations, to "Miss WeddingObsessed," the girl who tells guys on
their first date chat she's looking co be
married within a year. Using a zapping
contraption that resembles the electric
fence that was invented fur dogs, he
"kindly" reminds the women of their
negative tendencies.
Because of the show, my nightly
coffee talks with girlfriends have quickly
transformed into our own version
of "Tough Love." Once the doors of
enlightenment are opened, there is no
turning back. A mirror is placed in
front of you, and all ofyour habits and
tendencies begin to stare you in the face.
"When you talk co a boy, your
Southern drawl comes out big time,"
one of my friends said to me. Following
chis (untrue} statement, all of the girls in
the circle begin to ruthlessly imitate my
most recent interaction with a guy (I end

ASHTON REELY

Qff the

Soapbo X
up sounding like a cross becween John
Wayne and Dolly Parton).
"Well, ar lease I don't get all hig.'1pitched and squeaky!" I respond. 'Ihe
statement sinks in, and then laughter fills
the room as we picture my roommate, a
natural alto, excitedly letting out sounds
only a dog can hear in the presence of her
Casanova.
Though VH 1 has yet to approach me
about my own lV show I have compiled
'
a list of dating faux pas. By no means a
dating expert, I have had to learn by trial
and error. Here are a few helpfuJ tips that
might just save you from some painful
zaps from Steven Ward.
•When asked if you want a
piggybaclc ride, don't use this as
an opportunity to practice for the
Olympic high jump -After a picnic
in the park, I was asked if I wanted a
piggyback ride back up to the truck.
I adamantly dee.lined, bur afi:er much
persistence on his part, I consented.
Never much of a track and field scar,
I somehow chose this opportunity to
jump higher than I have ever jumped
before in my life. In slow motion, I saw
the expression on his face as he real.iz.ed

what was about to occur. Before I knew
it, I had pancaked the poor guy to the
ground. Quite the quick thinker, he
kindly asked, "While we're down here,

of myself fur playing this situation out
so smoothly. I went co cake my wallet
out from under my arm only co realize
that it had wound itself into my swearer

do you want co look at the scars?"
• Don't use dates as a time to
.research - "Seventeen" magazine is by
no means one of the leaders in fine-tuned
research. As a high-schooler, though, it

and was nor going co budge. The guy's
eyebrows furrowed as he watched me
tug and smile. He attempted co free my
wallet from under my armpit. I stood
helpless as he meticulously worked to

was a ~un~ of useful ~rmation.
"\ccording to Seventeen, if a guy, a~
dinner, proceeds to cell you about his
hard day at work or how his boss treats
him, you should gently brush your foot
against the guy's leg. This- apparently
co some demented writer trying to
confuse the world's teens - would lee
the guy know that you were really in

free the wallet. Similarly, while working
out in the gym, a guy gave me a friendly
smile. Attempting to finish my last sic-up,
maintain briefeye contact and cake a
drink ofwater was coo much multiking fo
hand.I 1 _____ .Jed
tas
r me to
e; pcuuxu co
d
lf"
0
10
~be. water.
e mg a magnet 6or
embarrassing moments isn't easy, I

tune to what he was saying. After careful
experimentation, I found absolutely no
response. I jokingly told the guy about
the artide and asked why he didn't care
about my effuns. His confused look told
me all I needed to know; 1 looked under
the cable and found a large cable leg right
by his leg. We laughed about it, bur he
never confided to me without kiddingly
looking under the cable first.
•Trying to play it smooth usually
results in the complete opposite
- Whenever I over-chink situations,
fate kindly reminds me co cake a chill
pill. Once, while in the student cencer,
I placed my wallet under my arm as
I tried to carefully balance my cray
and smile at a cute boy in front of me.
Usually awkward, I was quite proud

feel it's ultimately a part of who I am
and teaches me not to take myself too
seriously. Everyone, in all actuality, is
nervous and unsure about what this
whole dating thing is all about. It is
time co put down the zappers and stare
being bold. Will there be awkward
moments? Absolutely. Will we stutter
and say the wrong things? Without a
doubt. Ir will all be worth it someday,
however, when we find chat equally
nervous, equally unsure person who
warms our heart and makes the whole
confusing process seem normal.

ASHTON REELY is the opinions
editor and may be contacted at
areely@harding.edu
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Freshman seizes opportunity
Lady Bison tennis player
contributes right away
by CHRIS O'DELL
sports editor

Last season, the Lady Bisons
lost one ofHarding's bestwomen's
tennis players in school history
to graduarion.1his season, freshman Gina Cielo is seizing the
opportunity to step in for the
Lady Bisons.
Cielo, a Lees Summit, Mo.,
native, has produced multiple
wins for Head Tennis Coach
David Elliott.
Elliott said Cielo has made
a quick adjustment to collegiate
play and that it has shown on
the courts.
"Gina is the only player to
come in this year and be in
our top six," Elliott said. "She's
made that adjustment pretty
well so far."
Through her first 12 singles
matches, Cielo has notched an
impressive 9-3 record, with all 12
matches played in the top four
singles matches. She has also
improved to an 11-2 doubles
record after winning her past
seven matches in doubles play.
Elliott said Cielo was one of
those players he knew would
come in and be able to play
right away.
"We know pretty well when
we bring someone in if they
are going to fit in our equation
coming out of high school,"
Elliott said.
However, Elliott said it is
much more difficult for him to
get players that can contribute
as quickly as Cielo has.
"Those kind of players are
definitely recruited more, so
it's harder to get players at that
level," Elliott said.
While Cielo is producing
wins for the Lady Bison tennis
team, the freshman is only 19
years old. Elliott said that with
several years left of eligibility, he
doesn't think age is a true sign

Gina's come in
and p layed well
fo r us so far. She's
bee n able to play
a lot of matches
for us so far.
David Elliott
women's tennis coach
of a player's potential.
"You never know how
they're going to adjust, but
we're going to know their
level of play," Elliott said.
"Age is not really a respective
of ability level."
The Lady Bisons lost number one player Karina Gomes
last season to graduation and
were in for a tough situation
in trying to replace the tennis
standout.
"You never really replace
a player like Karina," Elliott
said. "She's one of those players
that don't come around very
often."
However, Cielo has taken
advantage of the situation
and has done everything on
the courts to make Elliott
forget about losing Gomes
for now.
"Gina's come in and played
well for us so far," Elliott said.
"She's been able to play a lot
of matches for us so far."
As a team, the Lady Bisons
are 14-4 through their first
18 matches.
The team has one its
only conference match
in the early season.
The Lady Bisons are
scheduled to play their
next conference match
Friday against Delta
State.The match begins at 2 and will be
played in Cleveland,
Miss.
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Major League season opener only days away
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Leadoff
N r i l is upon us, and
that can only mean
ne tl}ing for sports
fans- baseball season is
finally here. The anticipation
for the MLB season brings
a revival of hope for many
teams and fans across the
league. However, for fans,
the excitement of the season
opener is about more than just
another sports season.
Baseball is a season-long
marathon with 162 regular
season games and 81 home
games for each team. Baseball has and always will be
associated with the smell of
hot dogs in the stadium, the
sound of the ball hitting the

bat after a perfect swing and
the experience of multiple
foul balls and home runs
coming at you from all directions in your major league
stadium seat. Baseball isn't
just another sport. Baseball is
America's pastime.
As spring training begins
to wind down, baseball fans
around the country are filled
with over-optimism for the
upcoming season. Fans know
their teams start the season
with a clean slate, and despite
what the experts may say,
there is hope for their team to
make the postseason or even
the World Series. However,
all 30 major league teams can't
make the playoffs, so with the
start of the MLB season just
days away, let's take a look at
several major questions entering the 2009 season.
1. H ow will the absence
ofAlex Rodriquez affect

the Yankees season? Don't
assume the Yankees are a lock
for a postseason bid because
the team spent more than
S450 million on free agents
in the offseason. Yes, bringing in C.C. Sabathia and A.J.
Burnett will help the Yankees'
rotation, but they did lose
Mike Mussina to retirement,
Jason Giambi and Bobby
Abreu to free agency, and now
A-Rod, the Yankees' best hitter, is out for several months.
Did I mention they play
in the toughest division in
baseball? IfA-Rod encounters
a setback during his recovery,
look for the Yankees to finish
third in the AL East and miss
out on the playoffs for the
second consecutive season.
2. Will Mannv Ramirez
play hard in a no~-contract
season? The phrase "Manny
being Manny" is becoming synonymous with a lack

of effort and integrity for
the game. Ramirez recently
signed a two-year, S45 million
contract, which means he is
guaranteed to get a healthy
pay day whether he produces
on the field or not. During
his time with the Boston Red
Sox, Ramirez often failed to
play his hardest while in noncontract seasons. However, I
believe M anny will produce
MVP type numbers this season and once again lead the
Dodgers into the playoffs.
3. Who will win this year's
Rookie of the Year? Last year,
Rays third-baseman Evan
Longoria stole the spotlight
and ran away with the 2008
Rookie of the Year Award.
This year, several players could
match Longoria's 2008 season.
Indians outfielder Matt Laporta, the centerpiece of the
C.C. Sabthia trade, could put
up some impressive numbers

this season. He is already being compared to Brewers outfielder Ryan Braun. However,
Rays pitching sensation David
Price might keep the award in
Tampa. Despite starting the
2009 season in the minors,
Price is primed for a starting
position in the Rays rotation
in the near future.
4. And finally, who will be
this year's Tampa Bay Rays?
The Rays ended a franchiselong drought of making the
postseason and went to the
World Series last season.1his
season, several teams come to
mind as possible followers. One
is the Texas Rangers. They have
the best lineup in baseball and
possess the top-ranked minor
league system in the league. If
the team's pitching can make
strides, this will be a team to
fear. However, my pick would
go to the Kansas City Royals.
Despite a history of failure,

the Royals have made tremendous improvements recently.
The team led the majors with
49 homers and are batting an
impressive .313 this spring.
With Coco Crisp and Mark
Teahen hitting a respective .400
and .458 in spring training,
Royals ace Zach Greinke might
finally get the help he needs to
lead the Royals franchise to the
postseason. Both the Royals
and Rangers have the potential
to surprise baseball fans this
year.
The season kicks off Sunday,
and for baseball fans, no matter
who your team is, they currently stand tied for first place
in the league. The only question
is, how long will it last?

CHRIS O'DELL
serves as the sports editor
for the 2009 Bison.
He may be contacted at
code I l@harding.edu
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Bison Notes
Bison tennis
•
enjoying
success
information courtesy of HU
Sports Information

Bison Tennis wins
seventh straight
The Hj'ding men's tennis
team won its seventh consecutive mitch Tuesday with a 9-0
victory over LeMoyne-Owen

at Memphis, Tenn. The Bisons
moved to 11-3 with the win,
their fifth straight shutout.
In the last meeting
between the two, LeMoyneOwen had only four players and had to forfeit No. 5
and No. 6 singles and No. 3
doubles.
With the Bison victory,
Brett Hoch and Aldo Campos
improved to 3-1 as a doubles
combo, winning 8-2 at No.
1. Blake Hemphill andJared
Walters moved to 2-0 with a
win at No. 2.
Olzhas Taniyev won his
fourth consecutive singles

The Bison

one of seven first-place finishes for Harding on Saturday
at the Rhodes Invitational.
Schandevel, a native of
Greer, S.C., won the steeplechase in 11 minutes, 14.12
seconds.Just off the time
run by Esther Komen last
weekend at the Rhodes Open.
Teammate Katy Grant just
missed the provisional time by
.09 seconds.
The top 15-20 Division
II runners that meet the
provisional qualifying time in
each event are invited to the
NCAA Division II Outdoor

match at No.1 without losing
a game. Hoch also won his
fourth straight, 6-0, 6-0 at No.
2. Campos improved to 7-2
overall with a win at No. 3,
and Cordell Rech earned his
first collegiate win at No. 4.

Lady Bisons track
reaching goals
Senior Vicky Schandevel became the second Lady
Bison in as many weeks to run
an NCAA provisional time in
the 3000-meter steeplechase.
Her victory in the event was

National Championships in
May.

Bison baseball
suffers home loss
Crichton College had
three pitchers turn in strong
efforts, and the Comets
got some timely hitting to
defeat Harding 7-3 in nonconference baseball action
Wednesday at Jerry Moore
Field.
Crichton (18-11) took a 20 lead in the fourth inning on

a two-out, bases loaded single
to right center by Matt Gore.
Harding (19-19) answered
with a solo home run by
Adam Darby, his team-leading ninth home run of the
season in the bottom of the
inning.
Harding used seven pitchers in the game, and they
combined to strike out 12. Senior Dakota Gardner started
and pitched 3.0 shutout
innings. Senior Brian McCrackin (0-1) allowed three
runs in his inning of work and
suffered the loss.

Kirwa builds on stellar season
By ROBERTO MCGOWAN
student reporter

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Sophomore Daniel Kirwa leads the way during the Ted Loyd Invitational last season. Kirwa
earned two Al~America honors at the Indoor Nationals last month.

In 2008, sophomore Daniel
Kirwa won a national championship in the outdoor 10,000m
indoor mile. In 2009, Kirwa is
only looking to get better.
It all started when Kirwa was in
the sixth grade. He use to run three
miles to school every morning.
"My brother would force me
to run,"Kirwa said."When I
would run, I would slack behind
my brother, and he would punish
me by making me carry his books
while I ran. The punishment motivated me to want to beat him."
Kirwa said that while still in
the sixth grade he ran his first
1,500m race, and everybody
lapped him. He said his brother
told him that whenever he ran to
never quit; no matter what place
he was in: always finish because
this will make you a better runner in the future. Kirwa said he
was embarrassed by the loss and
wanted to be number one, so he
started running harder and stayed
focused.
By the time Kirwa was in the
eighth grade he ran in districts,
which would be the same as conference, and placed third.
As a high school freshman,

Last year, Kirwa ran in three
Kirwa met a sophomore named
different events for a total of nine
Wilson Samoei, a distance runner,
miles in a three-day period, and
who inspired him and taught him
he still placed in the top 10 in
about workouts.
each event," Guymon said.
"Before I met Wilson, I didn't
Kirwa is only the third runner
know anything about running
to finish first in the 10,000m and
at a pace; I just ran," Kirwa said.
second in the 5,000m.
"Wilson told me to run hard so
Guymon said he has coached
I could receive a scholarship to a
a lot of talented runners, but
school in the U.S. This is when I
doesn't know if anyone has had
first started dreaming of coming
the range Kirwa has.
to the U.S."
"He can run the one mile
In the 2009 season, Kirwa has
indoor, come outside and run the
already added two more All10,000m and still place high in
American honors to his list of
each event," Guymon said.
impressive awards. Kirwa is now
Guymon said he believes
a six-time All-America honoree.
Kirwa's talent comes from genetics.
Kirwa said he has to train very
"Kirwa has long strides and
hard. He sets time goals for himself
is only four percent body fat," Guyevery day, and he forces himself to
mon said. "He has a strong work
be honest with himself
ethic and is very determined. Every
Kirwa said he looks to Julius
time Kirwa steps to the line, he beKosgei, a former Harding track
lieves he is going to win, and that is
runner, for advice.
what makes him a tough national
"Kosgei keeps me motivated,"
type runner. It is very rare to find
Kirwa said. "He has 12 Allsomeone
with the whole package,"
American honors, and I want to
Guymon
said.
be better than he was."
Guymon said he believes being
Harding's Track Head Coach
a national champ adds pressure to
Steve Guymon said it is always
good to have someone like Kirwa Kirwa, but he handles it well.
"There is nothing like being
on the team. Guymon said he
a champion, but it only lasts for
believes Kirwa is one the top five
one year, so I have to keep traincollegiate runners at any level.
"He is the Matt Hall of track," ing so I can win it again," Kirwa
said.
Guymon said.

March Madness lacking parity in recent tournaments
ROBBY CARRIGER

Guest Sports
Column
ow's your bracket?
Yeah, that's what I
thought.
After several months of
watching college basketball and
the nightly ESPN shows that
feature about a dozen analysts, I
got less than 10 percent correct
on this year's bracket. Compare that to Harding nursing
student Janet Foutch, who
filled out a bracket two minutes
before the first game, watches
no college basketball and has
watched about 17 minutes of
the tournament.Janet currently
sits atop our bracket pool and
in the top 3,000 on ESPN.com
out of about six million.
Janet's ascent to the top of
our bracket pool and ESPN's,
as improbable as it may seem,
is one of only a few upsets
that March Madness has
provided us with this year.
In fact, during the last few
years, the NCAA tournament
has begun to offer fewer and
fewer of those crazy upsets
that made the tournament so
popular in previous years.
Only six times in the history of the tournament have
two one-seeds faced each
other in the national championship game.
Three of those six instances
have come in the last four

H

seasons.
This season became the
first ever in which every one,
two and three seed advanced
to the Sweet 16. Other than
2006, the only year in which no
one seed made the Final Four
and George Mason made its
irnprobable run, much of this
decade has seen an abundance
of chalk in the center of the
bracket. From 2001to2009,
(excluding 2006) only one team
higher than a four seed made
· the Final Four.
It's not just the upsets
that have been missing from
March. The quality of games
over the last few seasons has
started to go down. Connecticut's closest game in route to
the Final Four was a sevenpoint win over Missouri, and
North Carolina cleared each
team in its path by double
digits. Other than the Villanova-Pittsburgh game in the
Elite Eight, I challenge you
to recall another game from
this year's tournament that
had you sitting on the edge
of your seat as the last shot
went up.
As it is, the bigger programs and higher seeds are
beginning to set themselves
apart over the last few years.
The NCAA is suffering from
a severe problem in overrating teams from weaker
conferences that subsequently
get upended by the fourth or
fifth best team from the Big
East or ACC.
Memphis did not lose in

2009 leading up to the tournament, but Memphis also did
not play tournament-quality
teams until the tournament,
and they were exposed for it.
Gonzaga benefited from playing mid-majors in the first two
rounds of this year's tournament, but when faced with a
team from a power conference,
the Zags fell by 21.
People love March Madness for the parity it offers and
the exciting Cinderella stories.
They love it for office pools
and upsets and buzzer beaters.
They love it because the first
week of the tournament offers
48 games in four days. They
love it because the tournament
rewards teams who take risks
and leave it all on the court, not
the teams who take the safe
play every time.
In the same way, people love
taking risks in their brackets
and watching them pay off, at
least until recently. The last few
tournaments have paid off for
those who go with the chalk.
Those who take few risks are
the ones who are rewarded.
Then again, President
Obama picked three one
seeds and a two, so maybe
something is to be said for the
safe play. As for me, I'm waiting for next year ... or maybe
I'm just mad I lost to a girl.
ROBBY CARRIGER is a
guest sports columnist for
the 2008-2009 Bison. He
may be contacted at rcarrige@harding.edu

.

Photo courtesy of Associated Press
Connecticut's A.J. Price (12) celebrates a score as teammate Gavin Edwards (33) runs behind him during the first half a men's NCAA college basketball tournament regional final against Missouri.
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Students give
swim lessons

Former HU administrator dies
Dr. Carr was admired by peers at several universities
courtesy of
PUBLIC RELATIONS

#

.

Dr. James F. (Jimmy) Carr
Jr, 95, of Searcy, Ark., died
Wednesday, April l, 2009, in
Searcy. He was born May 6, 1913,
in Farmville, N.C., the son of
James F. and Eula Carr.
He spent his entire working
career involved in education,
more than 50 years of which
were involved in higher education. In 1946, his mentor and
friend Dr. Doak Campbell,
the president of Florida State
University, asked Carr to join his
administration. That invitation
was the beginning of his career
in higher education.
After serving in numerous
administrative posts at Florida
State University, in 1970 he
retired from the Florida Board
of Regents to accept the position as assistant dean at then
Harding College in Searcy. In
1973 he was named assistant
to the president, a position
he held until he retired again
in 1997.
Former Florida Governor
Reubin Askew said, "Jimmy
Carr was the most admired and
respected college administrator
I've ever known. "
Carr received his undergraduate education at East Carolina
University in Greenville, N.C.
He then received an M.A. in
1942 from Peabody College
of Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tenn., followed

by M.S. and Ed.D. degrees
from Indiana University in
Bloomington in 1951 and
1955, respectively.
A three and a half-year
period of military service in
World War II in the Army Air
Corps interrupted his graduate work at Peabody. During
World War II, he was stationed
in the Cook Islands, where he
developed numerous friendships
with the islanders.
Known for his boundless
energy and exuberant enthusiasm, Carr coined the phrase
in the mid-'70s, "It's great to
be at Harding!" Just a few
months before his retirement
from Harding he reiterated that
feeling by saying his time at
Harding "has been the greatest
experience of my career."
During his tenure at Harding
he helped provide the initial
development for the College
of Nursing, the Elderhostel
activities on the campus and
Harding Place, the University's
retirement community.
"Dr.Jimmy Carr was one of
a kind in terms of his leadership for Harding University
over many years," Harding
President Dr. David Burks
said. "He served as assistant
to the president for Dr. Ganus
and for me. He was an ideas
person and a constant public
relations genius.
"He was a man of great
faith and he was a good friend.
He was a visionary leader for

Harding University as well as
for the community of Searcy.
He will be greatly missed."
Following his retirement
from Harding in 1997, he served
as assistant to the president of
White County Medical Center
in Searcy. He enjoyed his work
at the Medical Center, but last
year, at age 95, he decided it
was time to permanently retire
again. Even in retirement, he
was an active volunteer at the
hospital.
"In his role at White County
Medical Center, Dr. Carr was an
ambassador for the hospital. He
was the face of White County
Medical Center in public events
and to civic organizations. He
had an incredible work ethic,
and he has been a role model
to me," Ray Montgomery, the
president of the Medical
Center, said. "Dr. Carr was a
true southern gentleman. He
was exceptional in the way he
related to other people, and he
was extremely well respected
in the community. Dr. Carr
was a very godly man in his
deeds and actions. He lived
his faith."
Carr's enthusiasm was not
limited to his work for Harding.
He was a proud ambassador for
the city of Searcy. Always quick
to coin a phrase, he created the
slogan, "Searcy, Ark. - A city
where thousands live as millions
wish they could."
His involvement in civic
activities was known throughout

by ABBEY HUNTER
student reporter

the community. He served in
leadership roles and was active
in the Chamber of Commerce,
Kiwanis Club, Qyapaw Council of Boy Scouts, Sunshine
School, Sheltered Workshop,
United Way, White County
Heart Association, Arkansas
Kidney Foundation, Arkansas
Governor's Committee on the
Handicapped and the White
River Health Planning and
Development District.
He was a member of the
College Church of Christ in
Searcy, where he served as an
elder for many years.
A memorial service for Carr
will be held on Monday, April 6
at 4 p.m. at the College Church
of Christ in Searcy. Visitation
with the family will follow the
memorial service in the Family
Room of College Church.
Condolences and memories
may be sent to: lhowell@harding.edu or to 801 S. Benton,
#4303, Searcy, AR 72143.
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Harding students are coming together to help kids in the
Searcy area learn the fundamentals and life long positive
effects of swimming.
The Crawfish Aquatic Team
of Searcy, also known as CATS,
is a competitive swimming
program that began four years
ago at Harding.
The program originally
started in order "to provide
a summer league, competitive swimming program in a
Christian environment," J.D.
Yingling, professor of Kinesiology and Director of Aquatics
at Harding, said.
Steve Worthy, a former Harding student and outstanding
swimmer, coached the team for
the first two summers, but it is
now run by Yingling and three
other Harding students.
The program consists of13week sessions in the fall, spring
and summer. CATS participants
compete in meets occasionally
throughout the year and practice two to three times a week
during the school year.
"We want to provide and
inexpensive, low-pressure
introduction to competitive
swimming," Yingling said .
"Swimming is a great lifetime
sport. We want to teach kids
competitive skills - freestyle,
backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, starts and turns - that

they will be able to use for the
rest of their lives. "
Three Harding students,
Katherine Kilpatrick, Emily Gastellum and Danielle
Fontenot, are currently on staff
coaching the swimmers.
"I love being able to be
an example to younger kids,"
Freshman CATS coach Danielle Fontenot said. "It's a good
feeling when they look up to
you and respect you."
Yingling said as the kids
progress and acquire new
skills, their self-esteem and
physical fitness improve, and
they learn to compete on a
higher level.
"Some of the swimmers
move on to swim for the Searcy
Sharks, the local USA swim
club," Yingling said.
He said swimming is a great
sport that helps children gain
self-confidence as they improve.
It also provides overall muscular
fitness and cardiovascular fitness
for the participants.
"We stress competition
with themselves over others,"
Yingling said. "We want the
swimmers to try to improve
their time and skills every times
they enter in a meet."
CATS is in need of at least
one or two more swimming
instructors for the upcoming
summer season. Those interested who have a background
in competitive swimming can
contact JD. Yingling for more
information.

Zeta 'Pies' assist shelter
by KIM KOKERNOT
assistant news editor

a play on our club name, and do
a pie sale. That's why we called
it the Zeta 'Pie' Sale."
As one of two new girls' clubs
Women's club Zeta Pi Zeta
held its first fundraiser March on campus, Zeta Pi Zeta wanted
24 to 30 to raise money for the to introduce themselves and
Hope Cottage, a shelter for their goals as a group through
battered women and their chil- Lhe fundraiser.
"It was our 'premiere' as a
dren who are escaping abusive
club," Gibson said. "Since we were
relationships.
By taking orders for pies chartered in February, not a lot
of many different types like of people have heard about us,
apple or peanut butter, the club and we needed to make a good
members raised about $350 for impression to Harding and to
Hope Cottage. More than 150 the community."
In an effort to make a difpies made by Frozen Delite were
sold fo r $10 to $12 each and ference locally, the girls decided
will be delivered by the middle to donate money to the shelter
that has provided safety for more
of next week.
The fundraiser's co-directors than 815 women and children
Farron Martin and Jennifer Gib- since 2004.
"The club chose Hope Cotson worked with club members
to come up with the idea of a tage because we really believe
in the work it's doing, and we
pie sale.
"Jennifer and I were trying want to help make a change,"
to think of a good fundraiser Martin said.
According to the White
for our club to host, and a lot
of people wanted to do a bake County Domestic Violence
sale,"Martin said. "However, we Prevention Web site, H ope Cotwanted to do something different, tage provides shelter to women
so Jennifer and I decided to do and their children who have left

abusive homes, while offering
"encouragement, support and
options that allow victims of
abuse to make informed decisions about their lives."
The group's impact on Hope
Cottage relied upon the cooperation of more than just club
members.
"We received so much support
from ~ne,including people in
the community," Martin said. "It
was great being able to introduce
ourselves as a new club, as well
as introducing Hope Cottage to
more people who were not aware
of their organization."
Zeta Pi Zeta also hopes that
this fundraiser will create a legacy
for future members to follow.
"Since we're a new club, we're
trying to make new traditions,
and also get people to know who
we are on campus,"Martin said.
"This was an original idea that,
as far as we know, has never
been done by another club. We
all want the new club to be
full of traditions and heritage
that make clubs special and
mereorable."

Takeout can eat up your savings.
Pack your own lunch instead
of going out. $6 saved a day
x 5 days a week x 10 years

x 6% interest= $19,592. That
could be money m your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks

tomorrow. Go to feedthepi9.org
for free savings tips.
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Musicians perform for cause
Money collected to benefit orphanages in Togo
By KYLIE AKINS
student reporter
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The makeshift stage in
front of the scattered chairs
and couches that night in
Midnight Oil held musicians who did not play for a
paycheck or fame but for a
common cause. Some sang
songs in an African dialect,
beat boxing to the foreign
words, and others presented
their original songs in the
name of charity. Through the
musicians' generous enthusiasm, more than S300 was
collected for the orphanages
in Togo that night.
During the past few
months, musicians within
the Harding community
have put on several concerts,
spreading their music and
ideas through small venues
for the benefit of local student fundraisers.
Recent graduate and current Harding adjunct teacher
Michael Wright, sophomore
Alex Freeman and junior
James "McCoy"Taylor have
all been involved with these
fundraisers. Wright and
Freeman recently played for

the Togo Benefit concert at
Midnight Oil, and Taylor
opened for Michael Cooper at the Harding Society
for the Advancement of
Management fundraiser last
month.
According to Wright,
music has fueled his hunger for a spirituality that is
founded in meaning. This
desire inspired him to write
songs that utilize Biblical
imagery, putting ideas in a
new light he said
he hopes other people
will find eye-opening. He
said that as a musician in the
Harding community, he is
driven by a creativity he said
he hopes all artists here will
strive for.
"We should be producing
things that are separate from
the world, but just as good
or better than what other
people are making,"Wright
said. "I hope that artists
here will have courage to be
original."
Through singing and
writing, Freeman said she
finds a way to communicate her emotions in a way
where she might not be

He is a Texas country singer
and put out a CD of his
own, "Judging by the Frio,"
last summer. He went from
playing at local venues in
Texas to performing in the
Administration Auditorium in front of his fellow
Harding students. He said
he enjoys playing in front of
other students here and the
attentiveness they give to his
message.
"When people really
stop and listen to the lyrics, ·
nothing makes me feel better than when they say they
can relate to that,"Taylor
said. "When that happens, I
realize I put something into
words; I painted a picture
people could appreciate and
understand. It's one of the
best feelings in the world
when people really listen."
G.K. Chesterton's line
"Art is the signature of man"
is one of Wright's favorite
quotes, he said.
"I just want to show
people why do we paint, sing
and have a desire to express
ourselves," Wright said. "I
feel like that is given to us
by the one who created us."

completely comprehended.
To be understood by her
closest friends is refreshing,
she said, but to a crowd, the
mysteries her lyrics present
is freeing.
"It's a way to take what's
inward and make it outward," Freeman said. "It's a
way to share what I'm thinking and feeling even if it's
not completely understood.
It's not harnessing all of my
thoughts and feelings, but
it's putting them out there."
Freeman said she enjoys
the community that sharing
music creates and is pe1forming with other Harding musicians more often than solo
while on campus. She said
not only is she able to play
with other artists, but she has
also created bonds of friendship through group concerts
that are only strengthened by
the musicians' shared Christianity.
"I find a lot ofjoy in it,
and it's nothing I want to sell
for money," Freeman said.
Taylor said his love for
singing came from his
parents, and his own career
"just started in the shower."

Marathoners find stress relief

Longtime runners juggle college life amid hours of training

Think You Can

Write?
The Bison needs your stories,
opinions and
entertainment reviews!
Contact Jeremy Watson at
jwatson@harding.edu

by REBECCA HARRELL
student reporter

The average person
might run for two, three or
even six miles; these lengths
are not unusual or uncommon. It is, however, an entirely different ballgame to
prepare for a marathon. But
millions of people across
America train for these
runs, and many students on
campus do as well.
Two such students are
Stephanie Frazier and Natalie Metz. Both are planning
to run the Country Music
Marathon in Nashville on
April 25. The exact length
of the race is 26.2 miles,
and there are several rules
the participates must adhere
to. These include being able
to complete the marathon

NASHVILLE
in less than seven hours and
being in physically good
health. Both Frazier and
Metz meet these criteria,
and both said they are looking forward to the run later
this month.
"I am very excited,"
Frazier said. "I think it's
going to be a great experience. I'm excited to push my
limits and complete my first
marathon."
Metz said she felt the
same way.
"I've always wanted to
run a marathon, just never
perceived it to be during
college," Metz said. "It
gives me a chance to get
outside and be active for a
while, which is great when
all I've been doing all day
long is studying and sitting
in classes. It's an amazing
stress reliever. I had a blast
running the half marathon,
and it wasn't as challenging
as I thought it would be. So
why not run a full if I have
the ability to do it?"
Both Frazier and Metz
said they are long- time runners who have trained for
races before this one, and

they know to start early.
"I am training because
you cannot just run a marathon any day," Frazier said.
"You need to prepare for
long runs. I started training for the marathon during
Christmas break. The training starts off pretty easy, but
as the marathon approaches,
the time and energy put
into training increases to
two- or three-hour runs on
the weekends."
While training for the
marathon, these two students are juggling school
work, outside activities,
social lives and other problems.
For some people, j ust
the thought of training for
a race would cause added
stress. But for these two
athletes, it is a way to
release that stress and calm
down.
"Running is liberating,"
Frazier said. "I run because
I enjoy it."
Metz said she agreed.
"I love to run," Metz
said. "Even when I'm not
training for anything, I still
run. "

11

1think it's going to
be a great experience.
I' m excited to push my
limits and complete
my first marathon."
Stephanie Frazier
junior

The Country Music
Marathon is a large event.
With more than 23,000
participants, Metz and
Frazier are going to be
surrounded by people who
share their love of running.
More than 7,500 of those
participates will be competing in the actual marathon.
Since they both have
been training for this run
since Christmas, they will
most likely not have any
problems during the mara thon.
Frazier and Metz said
because they love running,
this should be a fun, exciting and rewarding time for
them.
"I feel very accomplished
after completing a long
run," Frazier said.
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Professor runs for joy, life
By CAROLINE DAMRON
student reporter

•

There's a new face in
the Mabee Business Building: Rich Brown, a Harding
graduate, form erly a professor
at Freed-Hardeman, moved
to Searcy this year with his
family to teach at Harding.
He is an associate professor
of marketing dedicated to his
students. But there is something else he enjoys - running.
"I've always run," Brown
said. "Since I was a kid."
Brown said running is
something he likes not only
because of the health benefits but also because of the
dedication and endurance it
photo courtesy of RICH BROWN
produces in the runner. He
Rich Brown, associate professor of marketing, stands on a rock in very cold water during the Sylamore
said kids who run are nortrail 50k on Feb. 18. Brown runs for health and to raise money for charity.
mally ery dedicated, because
strong, this condition would
cer treatment. She told Brown said.
competitive runners have to
have resulted in a heart attack.
One way he is currently
make a commitment to them- how St.Jude's h ad paid for
"My heart is strong, choraising money for St. Jude's
their travel, a place to live, a
selves by working hard.
lesterol
great," Brown said. "I
and
the
treatment.
through
a
challenge
to
his
car
is
In February, Brown ran
"I gave her all of the
students and others to raise
just have arteries like an 80
the Sylamore Trail, a SOK
year old."
Sl,000 by October.
(31-mile) trail near Mountain money in my pocket and
thought, 'what a great cause,"'
"If they raise the money
Brown said by eating difView, Ark. He said he would
Brown
said.
then
I'll
run
a
[mountain]
ferently
and taking supplenot encourage anyone to
ments, he is making sure he
St. Jude's Children's
lOOK in 24 hours," Brown
jump right into a run like this,
Research Hospital is located
said.
stays healthy.
especially if the person is still
in Memphis, Tenn. and is
He said even if he doesn't
"I have two daughters, and
growing.
dedicated to pediatric healthfinish it he will try his hardI want to see them have kids,"
"It takes a while to preest.
he said.
pare," Brown said. "(Running] care and research. St. Jude's
Brown's passion for runBrown's dedication to
is committed to accepting all
is hard on your body ... after
patients for tre'atment without ning extends to others like St. running keeps him going and
[the SOK] I couldn't move for
encourages others to do the
Jude's, but it has also saved
regard to the family's ability
four to five days."
same. And at age 48, he is not
his own life. Before he and
to pay.
Brown said he does not
stopping yet; his next run is
Brown is passionate and
his family moved to Searcy
run for only himself; he has
he went in for a routine heart
in April: the Ouachita run at
dedicated to rallying others
raised money through racing
Pinnacle
Mountain and Lake
test,
and
to
his
surprise
the
to
the
cause
of
St.
Jude's.
He
to support St.Jude's Childoctor discovered a severe
Maumelle Park in West Little
said he wants to get Harding
dren's Hospital.
arterial condition - arthroRock.
students involved through
Brown said he learned the
Runners who want to
running and possibly starting
sclerosis.
significance of a place like
Arthrosclerosis is the cause support a great cause or
a running club. He knows it
St.Jude's when he was on an
will take time to build interest of more than SO percent of
just want to join a group of
airplane traveling home. He
and involvement, but he also
heart attacks; the arteries of
dedicated people can contact
sat next to a young woman
knows it will happen.
Rich Brown on Facebook or
those with arthrosclerosis
in her early 20's with a small
"Maybe not [immediately], become weak and inflamed.
at cbrownl@harding.edu.
child about five or six years
but in the next three or four
Brown said if he h ad not been He said he would love to talk
old. This woman was taking
her child to St.Jude's for can- years [it will happen]," Brown running and keeping his heart with anyone interested.
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Restaurant
retains flavor
By CAROLINE DAMRON
student reporter
Searcy may be a small town,
but it is not short oflocal flare.
One such local gem has just
come under new management,
but the old favorite will not be
lost in the transition. Letty's,
a local Philipino restaurant, is
now under the new direction
of Philippine native Welhilma
Frogoso and has been renamed
Filipino Restaurant.
Fragoso moved to the U.S.
five years ago when prompted
by her sister, who has lived
here for over 30 years. Fragoso
moved to Searcy and worked
at Wal-Mart as an associate; she said the restaurant
business was not on her mind.
However, when the owner
and namesake of the original
restaurant Letty decided to
move to Louisiana with her
husband, she offered the business to Frogoso.
"Letty offered it to me for a
fair price," Fragoso said. "[She
said just start] and pay when
you have the money."
This was not just a simple
business transaction: Frogoso
made it clear that this restaurant is a direct blessing from
God.
Fragoso said she knew little
about the restaurant business,
but with the help of friends
and God's provision she was
able, with her family, to get the
new restaurant off the ground.
Frogoso said she has been
blessed by the restaurant. Even
when she thought they would
have· to shut it down, God
continued to provide.
"God's miracle is real,"
Frogoso said. "God's blessings
are real."
Fragoso said she wants to
help her children finish school
and give them a good life
duough running a successful

restaurant.
One of her sons, Car!os
Fragoso, is a junior at Harding, and he has played a vital
role in encouraging his mom
to pursue the restaurant. The
Filipino Restaurant is truly a
family affair. Welhilrna cooks
and Carlos welcomes customers and advertises constantly
on campus. Carlos said one of
his dreams is to be involved
with restaurants, because he
loves it.
Filipino Restaurant, located
across the street from Sexton Foods, is a great place to
eat with friends or simply
do homework with a glass
of orange pekoe iced tea.
Carlos said they have recently
changed prices on their menu,
offering a single serving of
most dishes for S4.99. The
Frogosos said they realize most
college kids cannot spend S20
dollars on a meal, so the S4.99
dishes are meant to remedy
the dilemma of trying to find
good food at a good price.
All of the dishes are made
fresh - from fried rice, to
specialty soups and lumpia: a
Philippino type egg roll. With
the option of different meats
including chicken, pork, beef
and shrimp, there are many
combinations to try.
Carlos said a few people
compare their dishes to
Chinese food; however, he
explained that the Philipines is
located in the middle of many
unique cultures, including
China, India and Japan. Because of the country's unique
location, their dishes also have
a unique mixture of cultures.
Carlos said it is like Chinese food, but improved.
Filipino Restaurant is open
seven days a week. There is
also a Facebook group called
Filipino Restaurant to provide
updates on menu additions.
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1 Decree
5 Psyches
9 Auricles
13 Wander
14 Thaw
15 Coral reef
17 Forever
19 Bind again
20 Macadam
21 Actor Arkin
23 Behave
24 By way of
26 Optic
27 Thing, in law
28 Property part
33 Spot
35 Eng. river
36 Sp. uncle
37 Short nail
39 Religious
ceremony
40 Gremlins
43 Polish lancer
45 Let it stand!
47 A Gabor
48 Entice
49 Bread spread
51 Nondisposable
53 Devotee
55 Genetic material
(Abbr.)
57 Greatest degree
58 Adherent (Suffix)
59 Dried-up
61 Less complicated
66 Contour
68 Coming forth
70 Inheritors
71 Prayer word
72 Pain
73 Position
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Six Students Answer Call To Teach In Africa
By KYLIE AKINS
student reporter

r children in Africa,
ducation is a privilege
many do not receive.
Public school is generally provided up to a low primary level,
but African children typically
do not continue their studies
past that point. Many children never enter a classroom.
Boarding schools are common,
but families can often afford to
send only a few of their children
to these schools. Students are
frequently pulled out of school
early to help work on the family
farm or are unable to attend
because their parents no longer
have the money to send them.
Some parents are reluctant to
pay for their children's education at all.
However, the Mariann Primary School is a private Christian school created by a congregation of African Christians
in Sang'alo, Kenya, in hopes of
providing African children with
a valuable Christian education.
In 2004, a group of six Harding
graduates taught at the Mariann
School for seven months. During their time there, the school's
enrollment doubled in response
to the young women's credible
teaching.
In January 2010, another
group of six Harding women
will arrive in Sang'alo to live
and teach at the Mariann Primary School until August.
Though none of the
women are graduating with an
education degree, the women
said they realize that each of
them has been blessed with an
education that many people,
especially in many underdeveloped parts of Africa, do not
receive. Harding students are
privileged, Senior Linzi Lawson
said, to come from a place rich
in spiritual knowledge, and this
is a great gift they can share
with not only children, but also
with adults.
"We feel a lot of times that
we don't have anything to give,
or it's really hard to know what
we can do over there," senior
Libby Heyen said. "B41t just the
things we've been able to learn
or go through are going to be
so wonderful to give to those
people, and I'm hoping we can
translate that into something
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we can share with them."
The entire group agreed that
their main goal is to be encouragers to the people there.
"I just want them to feel love
from us," senior Sarah Hackney
said.
Each woman said she came
to a realization that God had
put this opportunity in her life
for a reason, and it postponed
all other plans.
Senior Rachel Brown was
already applying for physician's
assistant school when she heard
about the Mariann School, but
through prayer, she said, she was
able to make a clear decision.
"I had this peace when I
finally decided to stop the application process for PA school,"
Brown said. "I just knew it was
right."
Heyen said she always knew
she wanted to be involved in international missions. However,
she said it was a rare thing to
find a mission group of young,
single women to join. Suddenly, doors were being opened
for her, she said, and it quickly
became a reality.
Lawson said she had never
considered long-term mission
work and was planning to go to
graduate school after graduating. However, she heard about
the opportunities available for
mission work and decided to
take a year off before graduate
school to teach in Africa.
Senior Rebecca Norris spent
two weeks in Africa a few summers ago. She said during that
time, she said she fell in love
with the people and children
there.
"I felt like God was putting
it on my heart to go back for
a longer time,"Norris said. "I
knew that was where.God was
calling me to be."
Graduate Jenny Carroll
said she ftrst heard about the
program through her sister, one
of the original six girls who
taught at the school almost six
years ago. Carroll said she felt
like the Lord had put it on her
mind, but she hadn't found a
way to express the desire until
she discovered this opportunity.
She said once she joined the
group, she said everything fell
into place.
Hackney said she decided she wanted to work witl1
missions in Africa when she

participated in the Harding in
Zambia program.
"I knew I wanted to go back
some day," Hackney said. "I
just didn't realize it would be so
soon. "
The women said that during their time teaching at the
school, they hope their effect
will extend past the classroom.
"We're going to have an opportunity to possibly go into the
kids' home, meet their families
and go to the local churches,"
Carroll said. "We'll start out at
the school, but hopefully from
that we'll be able to branch out
to the community."
The women said they know
they will be shaped by their experiences in Sang'alo. Teaching
the children will give them the
opportunity to learn to appreciate the African culture.
"We will know that we are
not any better than them, and
they have so much to teach us,"
Carroll said. "We are so much
the same."
Learning to cooperate will
also become more imperative
as the women are living and
working with each other every
day.
"There are a lot of challenges that come with that,
and we're really going to have
no other option,'' Carroll said.
"We're going to have to learn to
work out differences smoothly
and have open communication.
So I think it's going to be a
good team building experience."
Being able to educate the
children of an underdeveloped
nation that lacks most modern
conveniences will be something
these women have never experienced before. Norris said she
does not know what is ahead of
them, but she trusts in God that
this is what they are supposed to
be doing.
"I'm hoping to gain a different perspective," Carroll said.
"I hope to be selfless in serving
the people there. I just want to
be that myself and see the rest
of my team put that into action,
too. And if we all do that, there's
no way others cannot be encouraged. I think what we will get
out of it, we can't even fathom
right now.
"It's going to be an awesome experience. I'm open to
what God's saying to us and
willing to follow that."

